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Times New Roman - History 
● 1932 - Stanley Morison, The Times, London. 
● Sleek, new and modern look. 
● Spread like wildfire. 
● Books, magazines and other newspaper companies. 
Times New Roman - Newspapers 
● Newspapers: tall and skinny lettering. 
● Width, height and spacing mainly considered. 
● Changing history - first typeface designed by a newspaper. 
(The Times, 1895) (The Times, 1932) 
Times New Roman - Books 
● Originally for use of strictly newspapers. 
● Widened font. 
● Just as newspaper, made books easier to read. 
Times New Roman - Magazines
● Similar to newspapers, major form of communication. 
● Desirable font for magazines to use - many benefits. 
● Crowell-Collier brochure in 1943.
● Trendy magazines wanted to keep up with the times. 
“Times New Roman is unique in the field of letter design. It began as a reading type, and the 
9-point - the size you are now reading - was the first size made” (Crowell-Collier) 

Changing Communication Digitally: 
● Microsoft - license issued 8 November 1990. 
● Well-known bitmap        TrueType Times New Roman. 
● Apple - Times Roman. 
● Microsoft & Apple collaboration. 
The Trademark Battle
● 1985 - Monotype Corporation registered Times New Roman. 
● America vs other countries. 
● Microsoft - Times New Roman, superior. Monotype. 
Not Just Writing… 
● 4-line system setting of mathematics. 
● Expensive and timely process. 
● Two decades for design and release a version catered to mathematics. 
● Width altered to fit properly with previous standards. 
To Conclude
● Times New Roman changed communication entirely. 
● From print to digital. 
● Such a desired font, that it even created a messy trademark battle. 
● Allowed for general population to write like a “professional”. 
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